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Abstract

Car conversations constitute a perspicuous setting, characterized by multiactivity (i.e., by an engagement in multiple simultaneous activities, as talking and driving). Based on a corpus of videorecordings of various naturally occurring car journeys, the paper focuses on the way in which participants coordinate their multiactivity in either convergent or divergent ways. It shows how they mobilize various embodied multimodal resources, such as talk, gesture, gaze, head movements, and body postures in order to display their current engagement in one or more activities, in a way highly sensitive to the sequential organization of talk.
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1. Introduction

In car journeys, drivers and passengers engage in various social activities, which are not simply related to moving from one place to another. The car is a social space within which people spend large amounts of time every day and perform a range of activities (Laurier et al. 2008). Thus, it is quite usual for people to phone (Esbjörnsson et al. 2007), to do office work (Laurier 2004), to read newspapers, to eat, as well as to engage in various conversational activities, such as chatting, spreading news, speaking about politics, interrogating children about their homework, exchanging confidences, etc. Other activities concern the management of the journey, such as searching for a parking space (Laurier 2005), giving directions, and deciding the itinerary (Mondada 2005, 2007a; De Stefani and Mondada 2007; Brown and Laurier 2005; Haddington 2010; Haddington and Keisanen 2009).

Existing naturalistic studies have pointed to the variety of everyday activities that are performed in cars. This paper describes the way in which
conversational activities — such as chatting, telling stories or planning things to do — are carried out in an orderly intertwined way along with driving activities. This timed coordination of various simultaneous activities constitutes what I call multiactivity. The paper focuses on the detailed organization of the convergent versus divergent conducts participants adopt when collectively coordinating the multiple simultaneous activities in which they are engaged.

In section 2, the paper discusses the issue of multiactivity as treated in the literature. Then, in section 3, it proposes an analysis of multiactivity in a multi-party car conversation, showing the methodic way in which a driver first overhears and then engages in the conversation of her passengers. The paper focuses on various configurations in which passengers and drivers either converge and align in organizing their talk and their driving (section 4) or diverge and disalign in managing their activities (section 5). A final analysis, in section 6, shows that convergent and divergent organization of driving and talking conducts can be exploited in an occasioned way by participants as resources for managing dispreferred sequences of talk. In sum, on the basis of a corpus of naturalistic video-recorded car conversations, the paper aims to explore the systematic organization of multiactivity and its embeddedness within the sequential order of talk and action.

2. The organization of multiactivity

Participants engaged in interaction often perform more than one activity: this is a common feature of many social settings that has been variously labeled in the literature as “multitasking” or “multiactivity,” and has been discussed in terms of simultaneous activities, overlapping activities, concurrent activities, parallel activities, primary and secondary activities, and polychronic time use — often implying fragmentation, discontinuities, interruptions of the current main activity. The phenomenon has been recognized as a pervasive feature of domestic as well as workplace settings; it has been studied within various perspectives, within psychology, time-use research in economy, sociology of work, CSCW, and information technology design (see for example Floro and Miles 2003; Kenyon 2008; Gonzales and Mark 2004; Datchary and Licoppe 2007) on the one hand, and within workplace studies and conversation analysis on the other (C. Goodwin 1984; M. H. Goodwin 1996; Heath and Luff 1992, 1996, Mondada 2011).

Multitasking in cars has been investigated mostly from a psychological and experimental perspective addressing issues of risk and safety. Studies have focused on various tasks — such as talking, text-messaging, but mostly cellphoning — performed during driving and implying different amounts of “workload” or “cognitive overload.” Generally speaking, multitasking in cars has been considered negatively, in terms of “distraction” or “deficit” in alloca-
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The impact of co-present conversation in multitasking has been variously evaluated: on the one hand, demanding conversations are considered as a significant distraction for the driver (Gugerty et al. 2004; McCarley et al. 2004); on the other hand, conversations have been considered as having a positive effect, passengers being able to offer alerting comments and to maintain driver situation awareness (Charlton 2009). In the latter case, the critical difference between a cell phone conversation and an in-vehicle conversation revolves around this shared awareness of the driving context. That shared awareness leads to the prediction that in-vehicle conversation will not have the same detrimental impact on driving performance that cell phone conversations have. It also opens the possibility for in-vehicle conversation to have a positive impact on driving performance. (Drews et al. 2008: 393)

The impact is less problematic when either the passenger reduces the conversational demand on the driver (what has been called the conversation suppression hypothesis), especially in the most demanding urban environments (Crundall et al. 2005), or when “the passenger adopts the driving task as part of the overall joint activity in which driver and passenger are mutually engaged” (Drews et al. 2008: 394). These considerations encourage critical appraisal of the methodology used for measuring these effects: most of the experimental settings involve word games or verbal tasks very different from natural conversation. Actually, almost none of these psychological studies use recorded naturalistic conversation and ethnographic observations (Rakauskas et al. 2004 invoke natural conversations but use a list of questions; Crundall et al. 2005 although claiming to use “naturalistic data” use video-recordings of a conversational game, with drivers and partners competing against each other to win points; Charlton 2009 uses an experimental setting with a driving simulator and a set of conversation cards containing topics for discussion). Conversation analytic studies of social activities in cars are still scarce, with the notable exceptions of Laurier (2004), Nevile and Haddington (2010) and Haddington and Rauniomaa (2011).

Within a conversation analytic perspective, the issues of multitasking in cars can be reframed by focusing on the detailed ways in which participants actively define the activities in which they engage, finely coordinate their switches from one activity to the other, suspend a current activity and resume it, and converge or diverge in organizing their multiple activities. The aim is not to evaluate multitasking generically as interrupting or fragmenting the current activity, but to describe the methodic practices through which changes between foregrounded and backgrounded activities, emergent contingencies, and sudden events are dealt with by the participants. Likewise, the issue is not to point to unsafe or risky practices of multitasking, but to study the emic
way in which participants themselves orient to one activity as more demanding
than another, requiring or not unilateral or convergent full engagement. Moreover, current literature on multitasking suffers from not having adequate data
documenting activities in their situated multimodal details as they unfold in
time and in context. Data video-recorded in social settings among partici-
pants involved in their everyday travels document multiactivity as it happens,
in both a methodical and an indexical way, and as treated by the participants
themselves.

In this paper, I prefer the term multiactivity, used to some extent within con-
versation analysis and workplace studies, rather than multitasking, used in the
above-mentioned literature, to refer to multiple simultaneous courses of action
that can be variously related, have a specific sequential organization, and be
coordinated. Examples of multiactivity can be found in dinner conversations,
where participants are engaged in talking and eating (Mondada 2009a), in call
centers, where call-takers speak on the phone and simultaneously use their
computer to fill in forms or to search for information (Mondada 2008), in sur-
gery demonstrations, where the surgeon operates on a patient and describes the
procedure (Mondada 2007b, 2011). Within conversation analysis and ethno-
methodology, these phenomena have been dealt with both in workplace set-
tings and in everyday settings.

Workplace studies (Luff et al. 2000) have focused on complex work envi-
ronments, described as “centers of coordination” and “shared workspaces” by
Suchman (1997), characterized by multiactivity: “The Op Room as a single,
shared workspace can be more adequately understood as a place for the succes-
sive divergence, convergence, and re-alignment of multiple, shifting lines of
activity” (Suchman 1997: 54). The terms “multiactivity settings” (Goodwin
and Goodwin 1996: 400) and “multi-focused settings” (M. H. Goodwin 1996:
453) have also been used, and contrasted with single-focused face-to-face en-
counters traditionally studied by the literature. These multiactivity settings are
characterized by the fact that various activities are going on simultaneously,
within multiple participation frameworks and within complex ecologies, where
participants are dispersed in fragmented spaces and multiple information
sources are constantly used by them (such as screens, computers, documents,
and other artefacts).

Within these settings, specific modes of activity coordination have been de-
scribed, characterized by the engagement of individuals in multiple activities
(such as speaking on the phone and pursuing the interaction with a co-present
colleague), multiple orientations towards various objects and persons within
monitoring activities, “double duty activities” producing utterances and ac-
tions designed simultaneously for different recipients (Luff and Jirotka 1998).
More particularly, Heath and Luff (1992, 1996) describe in detail the way in
which personnel in control rooms engaged in their independent activity simul-
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taneously monitor others’ conduct, overhearing and overseeing their colleagues’ actions in order to converge and collaborate with them. A number of workplaces have been described in these terms, such as control rooms in airports (M. H. Goodwin 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Suchman 1997) and underground transportation (Heath and Luff 1992, 1996), trading rooms (Heath et al. 1995), operating rooms in surgery (Mondada 2007b, 2011), and call centers (Mondada 2008).

This complex web of activities does not solely characterize the workplace setting, but can also be observed in SUPPRESS of activity, such as face-to-face conversation. Goodwin used the term “multiactivity setting” very early on (1984: 227) to describe a storytelling episode in which recipients not only pay attention to its structure but also “manage shifting but concurrent involvement in other activities” (1984: 225). Participants can display their complete engagement in the telling but they can also organize their parallel involvement in multiple activities, such as eating, passing dishes, caring children, as well as being fully occupied with non-conversational activities. Goodwin describes how conversing and eating can be designed to be performed simultaneously but also to be interrupted and abandoned in favor of the other. These alternating forms of engagement and disengagement are displayed by the distribution of gaze, either focused on the storyteller or looking away while responding to the demands of concurrent activities such as eating. Even when participants disengage from talk, their changes of body position or gaze shifts occur through orienting very precisely to the boundaries of the multi-unit turn of the story, showing that participants align with it as the main activity going on.

These studies on the coordination of multiple activities in the workplace or in everyday life show how participants manage them in a methodic way, highly sensitive to the sequential organization of talk. When participants momentarily disengage from talk, switch to another activity, perform two activities simultaneously, they do it in a systematic way, by orienting to the timed positions at which these transitions occur — paying special attention to newly initiated sequences, absent second pair parts, pursued responses, repairs, inserted sequences, etc. In this sense, multiactivity reveals the real-time endogenous analysis participants constantly achieve within conversation and within other actions, monitoring them in order to exploit methodically sequential positions as occasioning and even affording complex coordination. In this paper, we focus on such timed coordination embedded within sequential organization. We focus on the way in which driving and talking are achieved within a finely-tuned coordination between drivers and passengers, while they both engage and disengage from these activities, paying special attention to the way in which they do that in a convergent or divergent way, in an aligned or disaligned way.

Multiactivity not only exploits features of temporal organization but also relies on spatial configurations and bodily arrangements. Workplace studies
have insisted on the complex ecology of shared work spaces; studies of multimodality and gesture have insisted on the importance of spatiality for the organization of interaction. Talk and other conducts unfold in “contextual configurations” (Goodwin 2000), which are defined by the participants’ orientations to various “semiotic fields” made locally relevant, such as the material environment, graphic fields, artefacts, embodied movements, and spoken language. The importance of the spatial disposition of these resources has been emphasized by a focus on the embodied dimension of participation frameworks and on the spatial arrangement of the bodies that enable focused interactions (Goffman 1963; Goodwin and Goodwin 2004). The notions of “F-Formation” (Kendon 1990) or “interactional space” (Mondada 2005, 2009b) focus both on the material environment in which social actions are anchored — comprising its physical constraints and the artefacts included in it — and on the dynamic, flexible, and praxeological nature of the space actively constituted by the movements, actions, glances, and object manipulations of the participants.

Car conversations constitute a particularly complex interactional space, since they are configured by side-by-side and front-and-back sitting positions of the participants and by the way in which they inhabit the car-space with their movements, body torques, lateral and peripheric glances; by the visual field of the road constituted through the mobilization of gazes not only through front and lateral windows but also rear-view mirrors; and by the constantly changing position of the car within the road and landscape. Embodied participation frameworks in car conversations are achieved by the concurrent mobilization of multimodal resources, such as gaze, head movements, and bodily postures displaying fast-changing relevances and foci of attention. More particularly, the side-by-side position constrained by the material environment of the passenger cell occasions body-torque positionings (Schegloff 1998) during conversation that display double orientation towards the frontal visual field of the road and towards the co-participant. This double orientation has been observed in medical consultations as well, where the doctor “is simultaneously engaged in at least two courses of action, one oriented toward the desk and the other toward the patient” (Robinson 1998: 104). This paper shows how parallel versus alternating, inclusive versus exclusive, orientations towards driving on the road and towards chatting with co-participants are managed by both drivers and passengers in convergent or divergent ways, establishing common or distinct contextual configurations for their actions, flexibly foregrounding or backgrounding them, and even exploiting these multiple configurations to manage delicate moments in talk.

My analyses are based on a corpus of video-recordings of eight car journeys (five with at least two participants, and three with the driver alone, not considered here) for a total of six hours. Participants agreed to be videotaped by two cameras: one was placed on the dashboard, facing the participants and captur-
ing the passenger cell; the other was placed on the back seat, capturing the road in front of the driver. These multi-source videos permit us to document the bodily orientations, head movements and gaze, taking into account the space of the car cell as well as the external visual field of the participants.

3. A first example of multiactivity: Multiple and changing participation frameworks

Multiactivity is a form of simultaneous organization that is highly flexible, constantly changing, moment by moment, adapting to the contingencies of the talk and the road. In multi-party car conversations, these changes affect the embodied participation framework and the interactional space in which the participants are distributed.

A first excerpt illustrates this flexibility, showing that different forms of multiactivity coordination are constantly negotiated and switched. We join the action as the mother, Laura, drives her daughter Stéph and two young friends, Isa (sitting behind Stéph) and Sara (sitting behind Laura).

(1)  (homework_5.51-6.45/arr16.00)²
4

(1.4)*

5 Sar: t'as d'la chance, moi j'ai un dé ô ô
you're lucky, I have an exam

6 Lau: --> looks in front of her and accelerates on a straight clear road-->
do latin vendredi[di.]
of Latin on Friday.

7 Sté: [j'lem] fais en une heure .h NN
[I do] them in one hour .h NN
  --> looks & turns to Stéph-->
#fig.2A-2B

8 Isa: [((latiaguhs))]

9 Sar: [((latiaguhs))]

10 Lau: [tous tes devoirs?*
  all of your homework?
  --> looks in front of her-->
  --> *turns to the back*
  #fig.3

11 Sté: ((laughs))

12 Lau: tous tes d'voirs?
  all of your homework?
  sté *turns to Lau-->
  #fig.4A-4B
In this excerpt, multiple activities and changing participation frameworks are observable. At first, the participants are engaged in two different activities (the girls are chatting and laughing, the mother is driving) and have their attention focused on different objects (Stéph on the landscape through the window and then on her friends through the lateral rear-view mirror; Laura on the road, as she approaches a crossroad and makes a turn on the left — Figure 1C) although overhearing and overseeing each other. Then, as Laura engages on a straight road, she displays her attention to an announcement made by Stéph about her homework and turns to her, engaging in serious talk and mutual gaze with her. Both activities, driving and talking, are successively organized in divergent and convergent ways, reshaping the participation frameworks and exploiting the constrained space of the car and the disposition of the participants in ways that accountably exhibit their modes of participation.
In line (1), Isa initiates a new topic by asking a question of Stéph about her homework. At that moment, Stéph is looking through the window, on her right. As Isa mentions her name at the end of her turn, Stéph turns her gaze to the lateral rear-view mirror, through which she can see Isa sitting behind her. She then initiates a repair to the question, with a movement of her head, putting up her chin (line 2), since her mouth is full of the gum she is chewing (Figure 1A). Isa repeats her question in a more articulated way (line 3) and Stéph answers without saying a word, by waving her index finger in a negative way. At that moment, Laura is approaching a junction (Figures 1B–1C); she looks to the left, then to the right, and makes a big turn; her attention is focused on the road. At the end of this sequence, mother and daughter are facing opposite directions (Figure 1A), engaged in two different activities, driving and chatting, orienting to different relevances — the former to the road in front of her and beside her, the latter to the passengers behind her — adopting divergent body postures.

After the turn, as Laura drives along a straight road, Sara expands the previous sequence, assessing Stéph’s situation and contrastively telling her that she has lots of work to do (lines 5–6). In response, Stéph announces that she is very fast in doing her homework (line 7). She initiates laughter (line 7), joined by her friends laughing with her, and she turns back towards them (line 10) increasing her involvement in the laughter (line 11). Stéph’s announcement is not only overheard but also responded to by her mother, who turns to her (line 7; Figure 2) and initiates a repair (line 10). Stéph does not respond, occasioning a repeat of the repair initiation (line 12); Stéph herself initiates a repair (line 13), occasioning a new repeat (line 15), to which she finally answers (line 16). Laura’s change-of-state token closes the sequence (line 17). During this post-sequence, the driver bodily orients to Stéph’s action and engages in the conversation with her: she looks at her while Stéph makes the announcement, and then when she replies to her confirmation-seeking question, i.e., in a sequential position where gaze is mobilized to pursue a response (Rossano et al. 2009; Stivers and Rossano 2010). She finally looks again at Stéph when the latter initiates a repair (lines 13–14) and likewise orients her gaze and her body to her mother, maintaining them until the sequence is completed. Thus, whereas in the first sequence the friends are engaged in mutual talk and laughter and the mother is disengaged from that activity, in the post-sequence, mother and daughter are convergently engaged in the conversation.

In this excerpt, participants organize both convergent and divergent activities, which are displayed by different body positions and gaze directions, oriented to mutual attention or to attention towards external objects, shaping different participation frameworks and different contextual configurations (Goodwin 1984, 2000).

Multiactivity typically involves being simultaneously engaged in two or more courses of action, coordinating both of them, usually mobilizing different
resources, differently distributed within the temporal and sequential organization of these activities.

The organization of these collective activities is sensitive to the temporally changing specificities of the road and landscape environment as well as to the sitting configuration of the participants inside the car. Car space is a constricted environment which favors the relevances of driving activities. Car features designed for the ergonomy of driving, however, such as rear-view mirrors, can be used in a situated way by the passengers as resources for conversation, for securing mutual gaze in a spatial disposition front-to-back. Resources designed for driving are used situatedly as resources for talking.

Gazes, glances, looks are distributed between talk and driving in ways that accommodate both activities or favor momentarily one activity over the other, as well as in ways that favor a convergent, mutual orientation of the participants or divergent, parallel focuses of attention. In car multiactivity, the economy of glances involves accurate distribution of looking at the relevant details of the road and looking at other participants. This distribution is also publicly accountable and oriented to by co-participants, who distinguish between glances addressed at the recipient and glances monitoring the street traffic.

Within this constricted space, parallel simultaneous activities can evolve in changing participation frameworks and are available for overhearing and mutual scrutiny. The mother can format her action as focused on the road, absorbed by driving, but she can also join the other action going on, displaying that she overhears the conversation and orients to its sequential features. Her way of organizing her multiactivity displays multiple membership categories (Sacks 1972): she displays that she is not only a “driver” but also a “co-participant” in the conversation, and even a “mother,” sensitive to some topics in the teenagers’ conversation and their moral implications. In this episode, the mother engages in multiactivity, both driving and talking, whereas the girls do not display any particular participation in the driving (as they could do as “co-drivers”) and are here mere “passengers.”

More generally, multiactivity does not only characterize the driver. Even if she has the responsibility for the journey, other members can collaborate in the drive, share the relevant details of the driver’s practice and act as “co-drivers” and not only as “passengers.” Multiactivity can be organized as a collective or an individual activity, as a convergent or as a divergent conduct: passengers can join the driver in navigating a way through the traffic or they can focus only on conversation; the driver can drive in silence or join in the conversation.

In the following analyzes, I describe the methodic organization of these configurations, focusing first on convergent conducts (section 4), then on divergent ones (section 5). Finally, a last excerpt shows how convergent and divergent conducts are sensitive to sequential environments characterized by preference and dispreference (section 6).
4. Convergent conducts

Participants in the car journey can organize their actions in a way that exhibits a convergent participation in multiactivity.

In the following excerpt, Bea and Ric are driving to Bea’s parents with their baby in the back of the car:

(2) (0809–4.05)

1. Ric and Bea are silent and look in front of them (fig.6)

2. Car is approaching an intersection. A white van is coming from the left and engages on the road in front of them.
3. Ric slows down and stops.
4. He looks and turns his head to the right.
5. Bea also looks and turns her head to the right (fig.7)

6. Ric pulls away and accelerates on a straight road.
7. Bea: j’ai réussi à voir aussi pour l’essence (.) ils envoient I was successful in calling for the gas too, (.) they send des dossiers, en fait c’est à toi de demander un dossier, des forms, actually you have to ask for a form, (0.2)
8. Bea: et tu [de]mandes le prêt qu’tu veux,*#+ (.) c’est pas:++ and you ask for the loan you want, (.) that’s not:
9. Ric: [++]
10. Bea: ***looks at Bea----------*,**, looks in front-->
11. Ric: +looks at Ric---,----------,*
12. Bea: #fig. 8
fig
At the beginning of this excerpt, participants are silently involved in the driving activity (Figure 6); at the intersection, they both look at the relevant direction, first Ric, then Bea, aligning after a short delay (Figure 7). They orient together towards the changing relevances of the traffic. Then, when the car accelerates on a straight road, they engage together in talk about their common plans to build a new house (line 7), continuing a topic they initiated before (in a *continuing state of incipient talk*, Schegloff and Sacks 1973) as Bea produces an informing (lines 7–10) and Ric responds, although minimally (line 11). Their common involvement in talk is made accountable by their mutual glance at TCU completion (line 10) (Figure 8).

This excerpt shows convergent participation first as regards the driving activity, then talking. The organization of convergent engagement and disengagement in the activity (Szymanski 1999) orients to the sequential organization of talk but also to the temporal organization of the journey: it is sensitive not only to the unfolding urban environment, but also to the relevant attention and actions it occasions. In this case, an intersection with a van coming from the left and slowly engaging on the same road occasions a close scrutiny of the road. Multiactivity adjusts to the local categorization of a place treated as absorbing (versus unproblematic), as requesting specific monitoring and decision-taking or not.

In this excerpt, the couple aligns both in participating in the talk and in the driving. In the following sections, I analyze other occurrences of convergent focus of attention, first on the conversation (section 4.1), then on the road (section 4.2).

4.1. *Convergent involvement in conversation: Mutual gaze*

Common engagement in conversation is displayed not only by relevant contributions to the sequential unfolding of talk, but also by exchanges of mutual
gaze. Since in car conversations the economy of gaze is different from face-to-face conversation, gaze being essentially involved in the other activity, driving, the exchanges of mutual gaze are restricted and favor sequential moments in which mutual attention and involvement are particularly expected (cf. Rossano et al. 2009).

The next excerpts provide some occurrences of convergent talk activities characterized by mutual gaze.

In the first one, Peter has just joined Radia, who is driving the car, and jokes about the presence of the video cameras:

(3) (1707c_1.23)

In line 1, Peter asks a question of Radia: he looks at her and leans forward, in a way that makes his glance even more visible for her (Figure 9A–9B). She answers, initiating laughter, and looks at him, maintaining mutual gaze during his delayed completion of his question, which occasions new laughter. Both smile and join in laughter (Figure 10). In this expanded sequence, they engage
in conversation in a strongly convergent way, displayed by mutual gaze and aligned stances.

A few seconds later, Radia announces that Peter has to sign the authorization form for the video recording:

(4)  (1707_1.40)

Radia makes a request (line 1) and just after the verb, on the verb’s argument, she turns her head towards Peter, who looks at her before turn completion. Instead of aligning with the request, Peter inserts a question-answer sequence (line 2–3), continuously looking at her, leaning in and turning towards her in a body-torque position that momentarily transforms their side-by-side disposition into a face-to-face one. As Radia begins to answer, both retract their gaze.

In these excerpts, participants converge in engaging in talk. By gazing at his/her co-participant while initiating a new sequence and pursuing a response, the driver displays higher engagement in the conversation. In both excerpts, gaze occurs in a crucial sequential position (a first pair part initiating a new sequence) and in context where they drive on an unproblematic stretch of road, large, straight and without traffic. More generally, in the corpus, mutual gaze tends to be systematically positioned, namely, in repair sequences, in topic-initiations, in adjacency pairs involving a specific involvement of the recipient — in environments that deserve more detailed study but confirm previous observations on gaze and sequence organization (Rossano et al. 2009). Moreover, mutual gaze seems to be facilitated in environments characterized by unproblematic driving: all the occurrences shown here occur on straight roads, and in the corpus mutual gaze occurs frequently at stops in front of a red light. As we
will see below (in section 6), particularities of the driving context may be exploited for talk by positioning certain kinds of actions in these environments, facilitating or obstructing the driver’s participation.

4.2. **Convergent involvement in driving: The coordinated suspension of the conversation**

Convergent activities in driving and talking can be manifested in aligned shifts of attention from the conversation to the traffic and vice versa, where participants not only display co-membership as “co-conversationalists” but also as “co-drivers” (when the passenger’s conduct aligns with the driver’s attention towards the road). The next excerpts present a common sequential pattern, where both participants align in managing the suspension of the ongoing talk and the insertion of a sequence relative to the management of the traffic, before resuming prior talk.

In the following excerpt, Lisa, the passenger, is telling Radia about her doubts concerning her work as a schoolteacher:

(5) (12.55–13.17)
Lisa is telling of her problems as a young teacher not knowing how far she has to prepare her lessons (lines 1–5): her multi-unit turn is not responded to by Radia, who concentrates on the road (Figure 12). In line 6, Lisa is overlapped by Radia making a comment about a white car, which is driving on their right, in the hard shoulder. As they overtake the car, both look on the right (line 7, Figure 13); Lisa produces a noticing (line 8), displaying that she has identified the problem Radia was addressing, and Radia responds (line 9). They display their new common focus of attention, topicalizing it and also looking towards the same object outside. While Lisa does her noticing, she turns again to the white car which is now behind them, and Radia looks at it too, using her rear-view mirror (Figure 14).

After a pause, Lisa comes back to her narrative and recycles some of the previous fragments of talk (line 11–13); she orients to the traffic event as a contingent insertion within her talk, which is resumed. In this case, Radia’s lower-voiced response cry, produced as talking aloud (line 6), does not only manifest a new focus of attention but also makes her noticing public, in such a way that it is not only available for Lisa but offers her the opportunity to align
with the driver (cf. Heath and Luff 1992, 1996 for the analysis of similar exclama-
tions making the speaker’s focus of attention public and encouraging a col-
league to monitor the common environment).

In the next excerpt, a similar insertion sequence is convergently coordinated
by both participants. Whereas it was initiated by the driver in the previous ex-
cerpt, in this one the passenger self-suspends her narrative in order to insert
directions for the driver.

Lisa is talking about the place where she spent the weekend:

(6) (15.07–2.49)
Lisa is describing the hot weather which contrasted with the chilly house where she spent the weekend (lines 2–6). The description started when the car was stopped at a red light, but at line 1 the car moves on, and Radia begins to turn right (line 4). In line 6, Lisa begins a new TCU, which initiates a bipartite clef construction, with a first part (l’avantage “the advantage”) projecting a second part beginning with c’est que “it’s that.” But what follows is not the completion of this syntactic structure: after a pause (line 7), Lisa uses the same construction to do something else; in line 8, she gives an instruction to the driver (c’est:, [0.2] tout droit “it’s:, [0.2] straight”). In the meantime, the driver has begun to drive straight and minimally responds with a nod (line 9). Both passenger and driver orient to the fact that they have to take a decision (cf. Haddington 2010), and to the changing landscape around them, allowing for different possible interpretations of the deictic references as they move (Mondada 2005, 2007a).

In this context, both participants align in disengaging from the storytelling and engaging in way-finding through the traffic. The production of Lisa’s instruction, c’est (0.2) tout droit “it’s:, (0.2) straight” (8) is perfectly matched with the temporality of the car turning and the orientation of the participants in the urban landscape, being uttered exactly at the point where the car is in a position in which the indexical expression tout droit “straight” makes sense.

After the car has taken the right direction, Lisa goes back to her storytelling (line 11), recycling the expression used before and abandoned (l’avantage c’est “the advantage it’s that”). The fact that the story and the suspension use the same syntactic form (c’est “it’s”) is a way for the participants to minimize the interruptive character of their turning to the traffic and switching from a talking activity to a driving one. In this way, they display a double orientation towards the insertion and the continuation, the suspension and the progressivity of talk.

A recurrent pattern is observable in these convergent transitions from a focus on talk to a focus on driving, where the participants align in switching between these activities within an inserted sequence (see Mondada 2005 for a systematic description of this format). The pattern can vary concerning who initiates the switch from one activity to the other or who operates the final resumption, but in all of the cases both participants orient to a problem on the road — the passenger aligning with the focus of attention of the driver, thus acting as a “co-driver.” Both orient to the inserted character of the switch and to its possible disruptive consequences on the ongoing talk; in this case, they mobilize various tying techniques to repristinate the previous topical line.

5. Diverging conducts

In the previous excerpts, I showed how participants can converge in performing talk and driving. Alternatively, passengers can also not share the driver’s attention on the road and continue exclusively and unilaterally to engage in the
pursuit of the conversation: in this case, participants’ conducts diverge, as well as their bodily orientations.

In the next fragment, Radia and Lisa are talking about their weekend plans and a common friend, Jeanne. Approaching a red light, Radia asks a question about Jeanne (line 1). As Lisa answers (line 3), the light turns to green and Radia passes it. After a delayed acknowledgement (line 5) she engages in a highway entrance, with other vehicles coming from the right. During a long silence, she monitors other vehicles circulating parallel to her (line 6), fully engaged with driving, while Lisa stays immobile, without moving her head towards the traffic:

(7)  (15:07: 4:25–4.59)
In line 6, Radia engages with a complicated junction and looks at her rear-view mirror a number of times; she produces a delayed receipt token after Lisa’s answer (line 7), but does not add any further talk. Instead, her attention is clearly focused on the traffic, monitoring it in a series of glances that mobilize her entire body, leaning and turning in various directions (Figures 19 and 20). During this long pause (17.3 seconds), Lisa remains static, does not align with any of Radia’s movements and does not pay visible attention to any outside event. Nevertheless, even if she does not bodily engage in an aligned scrutiny of the traffic, she remains silent, implicitly registering the non-availability of her conversational partner. As a white car slowly overtakes them (line 7), Radia utters a question, directly addressed to it, in a lower voice — a kind of talking aloud, which does not address Lisa (cf. extract 5). Lisa is not looking in the same direction (Figure 21) and she does not respond to this utterance — without displaying any hearing or seeing of what is happening. Immediately after Radia’s turn, she goes on with the same topic, skip connecting with her own previous turn, and asks her a question (line 10), which Radia promptly answers. At this point, she has overtaken the white car and she is normally engaged on the highway: during this last sequence (lines 10–14) she gazes various times to the left, still monitoring the white car’s movements while she talks. At the end of her turn, she turns to Lisa, displaying she is available again for talk.

This excerpt shows that driver and passenger can be engaged in parallel and divergent conducts. Both are performing distinct category-bound activities (Sacks 1972), the passenger talking — or remaining silent — and the driver driving. For a while, the driving activity is accountably displayed by Radia as being exclusive of other activities (cf. Robinson 1998: 103 about similar posture of the doctor fully engaged with reading the records), in a context of heavy traffic. Lisa aligns with the non-talk activity, remaining silent; but she does not align with the driving activity — as she does not visibly join in the monitoring of the traffic. Her body and head orientation remains static and contrasts with the bodily engagement of Radia accountably looking and orienting in various directions.
Radia joins again the conversation when the obstacle has been overtaken; for a while she continues to be involved in a sustained monitoring of the traffic, as shown by her multiple glances to the left, simultaneously talking to Lisa. Radia’s involvement in talk is sequentially sensitive: she initiates a new sequence when the way seems to be clear (line 1), she provides no talk during heavy traffic (line 6) and she is responsive while she retrospectively monitors a vehicle she has just overtaken (line 9). As in the previous excerpts, there is an inversely proportional relation between the degree of involvement in traffic and the degree of involvement in talk: maximal involvement in driving can exclude talk, but other degrees allow a more or less active participation in conversation, which can be reduced to responsive actions in the middle of hard traffic, or expanded to initiating new actions in the context of less demanding traffic conditions.

In the next excerpt, Radia does not attend to Lisa’s talk, but after the problem on the road has been solved, she initiates a turn, recycling the previously abandoned topic:

(8) (15.07–2.55) (continuation of excerpt 6)
Lisa is talking about her holiday home, saying that it is chilly inside (lines 1–3). Radia does not respond, and instead focuses her attention exclusively on the traffic. Nonetheless, she displays her non-availability in various ways, topicalizing it (with attends “wait,” in line 4), formulating in an uncompleted TCU the driving move she is attempting to do (line 4), and intensively gazing at and turning to the traffic behind her (Figure 22A–22B). Again, talking aloud and formulations of the current move orient to the possibility for Lisa to oversee and monitor the current driving activity — but Lisa does not visibly align her conduct with her. In line 6, Radia discovers that she is on the right track. Lisa minimally aligns with the confirmation of the direction, in a lower voice (lines 6–7), and Radia pursues with a positive assessment (line 8) as she engages with a broad dual carriageway (line 9). At that point, having passed the traffic difficulty, she restores the topic Lisa was developing before (lines 10–11), offering the opportunity to go back to it. When Lisa continues it, Radia further displays her availability by looking at her (line 14).

At the end of the episode, Radia retrospectively manifests her orientation to the suspension of the talk and even to her responsibility for having provoked it: in this sense, she seems sensitive to her rights and obligations as a “co-conversationalist” which have been momentarily suspended by her rights and obligations as a “driver.”

Converging and diverging co-participants’ conducts, as well as switches of focus on talking versus the road, show various forms of coordination in a multiactivity setting, either individual or collective, either aligned or disaligned, either foregrounding the talk or foregrounding the driving activity, within different degrees of exclusive involvement in one of these activities.
6. Diverging orientations and the management of dispreferred talk

Divergent simultaneous talking and driving activities are sensitive to traffic conditions but do not merely depend on them, since they also can be exploited as resources in particular sequential environments — namely, in contexts where disagreement and dispreference are emerging (cf. Mondada 2009a for a similar analysis of the refocalization of attention on food in the service of the organization of talk during dinner conversations). The use of the traffic for all practical conversational purposes can exploit features of driving and road environments — such as the difference between being at a stop versus driving, driving in a difficult context, e.g., at a junction versus driving in a straight clear lane — for the management of dispreferred actions.

In this section, I analyze an extended fragment in which multiactivity is exploited within the management of dispreferred sequences of talk. At the beginning of the excerpt, Bea and Ric are talking, while the car is stopped at an intersection without lights, behind another car. When the other car crosses the road, they stop in first position in front of the traffic. Finally they accelerate and engage with a wide lane. These various positions offer different opportunities for their talk: the first requires minimal attention to the traffic; the second requires monitoring the traffic in order to identify a spot to engage with the main road; the third implies non-problematic driving. These opportunities are subsequently convergently and divergently managed by the couple in a way that is not only sensitive to the traffic but also to the sequential organization of talk — as both engage in proposals responded to by rejections, counter-proposals, and final acceptance.

In lines 2 to 4, Ric makes a proposal that, not getting any response from Bea (line 5), is expanded by a new TCU (line 6). During this first pair part and absence of a second pair part, Ric and Bea also assume divergent bodily orientations, Ric looking at the road in front of him and Bea turning to him:

(9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Ric: ben j’pensais, si on a l’temps, +(. ) faudrait+ aller à : well I was thinking, if we have time, (.) we should go to: +..........+looks at Ric-->
| 2    | ben fig |
| 3    | Ric: leroü merlin 
| 4    | ((name of the shop)) |
| 5    | (0.7) (0.7) | car |
| 6    | car starts up--->
| 7    | Ric: ils ont *() des chouettes trucs, (they have) (.) nice stuff, 
| 8    | *looks at right and left, without moving his head-->
| 1     | Bea: mais onais, mais quand? but yes, but when? |
Ric makes a proposal (lines 2–4), after a preface delaying and projecting it. His proposal is constructed within a two-part sentence, comprising a modal verb, and, after a pause, a nominal phrase (line 4). The verb strongly projects the gist of the proposal and attracts Bea’s gaze to Ric (Figure 23).

The proposal is followed by Bea’s noticeable lack of response (line 5). While the car slowly moves on, Ric adds a new TCU to his previous turn (line 6), offering a new opportunity for Bea to respond. After a long pause (line 7), Bea’s response is produced with a delay and in a dispreferred format, beginning with “yes but” (line 8). Instead of accepting or refusing the proposal, she inserts a question/answer sequence about the right time for the proposed joint shopping. Ric answers, mentioning a day (line 9), and Bea responds with a strong disagreement: again, she proposes an alternative day (line 10). Ric’s response is delayed, and slightly dispreferred (*mouais* “nyeay,” line 13). Participants’ disalignment and disaffiliation are not only displayed by the sequentiality of their talk but also by their bodies: whereas Bea looks at Ric until the completion of the inserted sequence (line 10), Ric’s head remains fixedly oriented in front of him, on the traffic. He glances to the left and to the right without moving his head, and, as the car stops and reaches the first position in front of the intersection, he turns his head to the right, looking visibly at the traffic (and not at Bea) — while uttering his *mouais* “nyeay” (line 13). At the end of the sequence, both Ric and Bea appear to be absorbed in monitoring the traffic (Figure 24), in a convergent and silent way.
The car’s position, in the first line, before engaging with an intersection without lights, offers the opportunity for both participants to display sustained attention towards the traffic and to disengage from a sequential context of talk characterized by dispreference, disagreement and disaffiliation. The conversation is suspended at this point.

But soon Bea launches the proposal again:

(10)

15 Ben:  +tu veux+ voir quoi? sinon toi t’y vas tout seul, what do you want to see? otherwise you go alone, +,.,,.,+,turns head to ric in front of her-->
ric >>looks at right-->
car >>car goes on slowly-----------------|car stops
16 (1.5)
17 Ben:  tu peux y aller +en semaine you can go during the week

[Image 108x510 to 335x586]
[Image 66x169 to 324x397]
In line 15, Bea comes back to the initial proposal, and queries another detail, concerning not the date but the object of the proposed shopping. She also immediately adds a counter-proposal, suggesting Ric should go shopping alone. Both maintain divergent postures: while speaking, she turns towards Ric, who continues to look on his right, monitoring the traffic. Ric does not respond (line 16) and Bea repeats her counter-proposal, offering a solution to the choice of day (line 17). Ric responds minimally (line 18) and both turn again their heads to the right, now convergently observing the traffic (Figure 25).

After a lapse (line 19), as Bea self-selects (line 20), Ric overlaps by claiming that he does not know (the sentence is left uncompleted, without its syntactical argument) (line 21) and that she knows better (line 22). Bea rebuts him (line 24), ironically categorizing him as the “boss,” and staring briefly and provocatively at him (line 25, Figure 26). A long pause follows: he does not respond and they both continue to look at the traffic (Figure 27), until the car moves on. Bea’s assessment confirms that the way is clear (line 26), as Ric accelerates. Both look in front of them, at the road (Figure 28). Again, at this point of strong disaffiliation, their attention focuses on the traffic.
As the car accelerates and engages with the highway, Bea comes back to the issue of shopping, soliciting Ric’s account, which is followed by a late agreement:

(11)

In line 28 Bea asks the same question as in line 15, concerning the purpose of the shopping. Ric answers (line 30) describing the objects he wants to buy, both lexically and gesturally (Figure 30). Their turns begin both with *non mais*
“no but,” registering the past unsuccessful attempts to reach an agreement. During Ric’s response, Bea turns her gaze towards him and he looks at her: mutual gaze is achieved at turn completion (Figure 31). Moreover, his turn is responded to by a stretched and emphatic change-of-state token (line 32), followed by a positive response by Bea (line 34), confirmed by Ric (line 35). At this point, they seem to have reached an agreement and their bodily postures converge within mutual orientation.

In this long fragment, a couple is engaged in a double activity, talking and driving. Driving and paying attention to the street and the traffic are intertwined with the sequential organization of talk: disagreement and disaffiliation are exhibited by divergent postures, oriented in different directions; attention to the traffic not only delays answers, but is used as a resource for not responding in a dispreferred environment. The convergent or divergent coordination of conducts within multiactivity does not just constitute an example of parallel simultaneous activities which can be variously synchronized with talk but a resource for the sequential organization of talk — here for the management of dispreferred actions.

7. Conclusion

Multiactivity is a pervasive feature of social practices, in the workplace as in everyday life. In this paper, I proposed a systematic description of the methodic ways in which participants engage together in multiactivity in car conversations, coordinating simultaneous talking and driving in a timed way. Discussions in the literature concerning the management of multiple activities in professional and ordinary settings (section 2) show that participants rely on multiple multimodal resources variously distributed in the environment for organizing and making publicly accountable their involvement in various courses of action. In car conversations, a complex contextual configuration is achieved by participants’ glances through the windows, mutual gaze, head movements, bodily postures, oriented both towards the exterior and the interior environment of the car. The paper describes how drivers can display a strong involvement in driving although overhearing the ongoing conversation and eventually joining in (section 3), and focuses on different modes of coordination between driver and passenger, in which they can both accountably be involved mainly in driving or in talking in a convergent way (section 4), or they can maintain divergent main involvements (section 5). These convergent and divergent postures are sensitive to both the traffic conditions and the sequential organization of talk. In the last analyzes (section 6), I show that the former can be exploited to manage particular, troubled, dispreferred moments of the latter.
Thus, the management of multiactivity can be achieved by the participants in a convergent or in a divergent way: they can mutually align with the production of relevant next actions that take into consideration the same contextual features and display shared attention towards common objects; they can dis-align as well, in not attending to the other’s talk or in not paying attention to the other’s driving efforts.

By paying exclusive attention to driving and not attending to talk, participants also show that their action can be designed as combining various concurrent activities or as being exclusively focused on one of them. Multiactivity settings are characterized by frequent switches between a simultaneous format, where both activities are attended to at the same time, and an alternate format, where one activity is exclusively attended to at a time, while the other is postponed. In car conversations, these switches depend on the participants’ reflexive orientation to the traffic, which can be dealt with as requiring more or less attention, as being more or less absorbing. Through their reflexive orientation to the context, they define the kind of activity they are locally engaging in, as well as the priorities they are setting. These orientations to the traffic define moment by moment the mutual relations between the concurrent activities of driving and talking: one can be momentarily foregrounded, as the other is backgrounded, and vice versa. When driving is foregrounded, typically in difficult traffic conditions, talk is minimized; when talk is foregrounded, driving occurs as an ordinary routine.

The last fragment analyzed in the paper shows that this adjustment to the traffic can be situatively exploited as a resource for the organization of conversation: visibly displaying exclusive attention to the traffic can be a resource for dealing with a dispreferential context of talk. In this sense, there is no unique determination of the difficulty of the road on the conduct of the participants: the demanding nature of the traffic or of space is locally and reflexively defined by the participants in the way in which they select formats for their multiactivity.

In these various regimes of multiactivity, participants display their constant orientation to the sequentiality to talk: when a switch of attention from the conversation to the traffic occurs, when an inserted sequence is initiated to manage some decision to take, its position is sensitive to the organization of the talk going on. It generally orients to the unit’s boundaries, such as the completion of the sequence, the turn or the TCU; and when the insertion is done in a particularly abrupt way, its discontinuous character is displayed either by the way in which it is initiated (with excuses, accounts, etc.) or by the way in which it is then reabsorbed (with peculiar resuming techniques). In this sense, the simultaneous management of concurrent conducts in multiactivity does not operate independently of or against sequentiality, but within various sequentially organized courses of action, displaying participants’ sensitivity to the progressivity of action.
Notes

1. The corpus was collected in 2003 within the EMIC project (Espace Mobilité Interaction Corps) devoted to the study of social interactions in cars. J. Bergena and C. Cance collaborated to the fieldwork. Within the project, another corpus of video-recordings of people visiting cars in showrooms was also collected, as well as another documenting people being instructed about the features of their newly acquired car (cf. Mondada 2009c).

2. The paper adopts Jefferson’s conventions for the transcription of talk. An indicative translation is provided line per line in order to facilitate the reading of the French original. The conventions for the transcription of multimodality are sketched in Mondada (2007c):

* * gestures and actions descriptions are delimited between two identical symbols (generally one symbol per participant) and are synchronized with correspondent stretches of talk

++ gesture or action described begin before the excerpt’s beginning

---> gesture or action described continue after excerpt’s end

*---> gesture or action described continue across subsequent lines

---->* until the same symbol is reached
.... gesture’s preparation

---- gesture’s apex is reached and maintained

,..., gesture’s retraction

ric participant doing gesture is identified when (s)he is not the speaker

fig the exact point where screen shot has been taken is indicated

# with a specific sign showing its position within turn at talk.
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